
“There has been a deep peace, vast calm and fury, strange comradeships and intimacies, and 
many times my life and all my possessions have tottered on the far side of the balance, but as 
yet, from each such encounter I have in the end come away, unharmed, and even toughened.”  - 
Everett Ruess 
 

 
 A young man leaves his comfortable home and loving family with only the most basic of 
provisions, and journeys into the wilderness in search of an idea that may exist only in his 
heart.  He remains steadfastly true to himself and his ideals through hardships, adventures and 
misadventures that still stand tall in the annuls of Western exploration and lore.  
 
 Why?  Why sacrifice the good and easy life, the most basic comforts of home and the 
love of family and friendship?  For Beauty?  If so, what kind of Beauty holds that kind of sway?  
Was it for artistic expression, for freedom?  Maybe it was a self-imposed exile, knowing he 
would never fit in to conventional society.  What did he see, what did he feel, that so moved 
him?  What drove this young man to explore, joyfully, the cracks and crevices, the bedrock and 
sand, the light and the sting of a harsh environment, and how did the spectacular landscape of 
the American southwest influence him, and he the landscape? 
 
 And am I asking these questions of Everett Ruess, or of myself??? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



“Once more I am in the desert that I know and love – red sand, twisted cedars, turquoise skies, 
distant mesas.”  Everett Ruess 

 

Falling Into Grace 
 
 April 17, 2011 – Upper Escalante River, Utah - My eyes slowly become aware of the 
increasing light, as the east side of my tent begins to glow.  Wow, dawn already?  It feels like I 
just laid down…But the bladder is full, and dawn is my favorite time of day, might as well get 
up and enjoy it. 
 But the surprise is on me when I unzip the tent fly – that’s not the sun lighting up my 
tent and the canyon walls; no, it’s the full yellow moon, beaming down from a crystal clear sky, 
brighter than certain parts of the day.  In fact it is only 10:30 p.m., and I did only lie down two 
hours ago, before the moon rose.  I’m still on Eastern Time, and exhausted, which is why I re-
tired so early, but now that I’m up I can’t help but enjoy the magical moonlight.  The world is 
completely different - the canyons are bathed in a diffuse, soothing, even warm, glow, and the 
cottonwoods have morphed from green to silver, the river from sandy brown to a sparkling, 
muted gold.  There is no breeze, and the only sound is the gurgling of the river 50 yards away.   
 For the first time I feel some quiet peace.  It was a struggle to get to this point, to this 
campsite, nestled along the banks of the wild and remote Escalante River in southern Utah, 
above the cottonwoods at its confluence with Death Hollow.  It’s a long way and another world 
from Pittsburgh, and I’ve been overburdened with the logistics of the ambitious trip I’ve 
planned.  Almost everything has gone smoothly up to this point, including getting all the neces-
sary supplies, a cheap upgrade to a 4WD SUV, picking up a Wal-Mart bike en route, hiding the 
Wal-Mart bike for a shuttle at my projected hike endpoint, and hiking in seven miles with a full 
pack.  The only fly in the ointment was hitting a deer along Utah Highway 12 this morning just 
outside of Torrey.  The damage was not trip threatening,  I lost the front driver side quarter 
panel, but all the lights still work and the airbag didn’t deploy, and the deer even limped away 
from the scene.   
 The deer was the first sign that I need to slow down, this full moon is the second; it’s 
time to start listening when the universe wants me to hear.  I understand now, in stillness, why I 
rush, why I don’t always make the time to listen – fear.  In this case, fear of being alone in the 
wilderness drove me to fly down the upper Escalante, to get camp set up before dark.  Fear 
drove me to camp here on this high sandy knoll, not down in the perfect camping site under the 
cottonwoods, next to the river – thunderstorms are in the forecast tomorrow, and I don’t want to 
worry about flash floods (okay, this is probably a good fear, especially when solo.)  Fear is 
probably what woke me after only two hours of sleep – fear of the more ambitious adventure 
still to come further down the river.  I’ve got to get these concerns hemmed in if I’m to enjoy 
this trip, and not just rush through it.  But I wonder what I missed in my haste… 
 
 I think about why I’m here; the reasons are many and varied.  I’ve been reading some of 
the great western writers – my hero Edward Abbey, Terry Tempest Williams, Craig Childs, and 
especially Everett Ruess, and I’m fascinated by the pull of this landscape on these folks, espe-
cially the seemingly sane but ultra sensitive young man who never intended to be a writer.  
What is it that drew him here, to this “harsh,” remote land, again and again?  What is in the wa-
ter and sand and rocks and that big western sky that brings forth such a pure passion that it 
spouts forth in poetry and art?  Even measured against other poets and artist, ER surely per-



ceived and appreciated more beauty than most: 
 
 “I have seen almost more beauty than I can bear” ER wrote in his stirringly passionate 
and descriptive letters to family and friends.  Everett traveled the mountains and forests and 
coast of California, but it was the red rock canyon country, the desert southwest, that most in-
spired the young man.  “The most important thing to me is still the nearly unbearable beauty of 
what I see.  Beauty has always been my god; it has meant more than people to me.  And how my 
god, or goddess, is flouted in this country.”  After four years of wilderness travel, the landscape 
seemed to seep into and shape the young man; “The beauty of this country is becoming a part of 
me.  Alone on the open desert, I have made up songs of wild, poignant rejoicing and transcen-
dent melancholy.  The world has seemed more beautiful to me than ever before.  I have loved 
the red rocks, the twisted trees, the red sand blowing in the wind, the slow, sunny clouds cross-
ing the sky, the shafts of moonlight on my bed at night.  I have seemed to be at one with the 
world.  I have really lived.”   
 
 So I too, must see, I too, must experience, firsthand, this place; if I can, if it still exists, 
if it ever existed.  Perhaps it’s too late, perhaps it’s been tamed, like most of the great rivers and 
forests of the West; perhaps it’s been penned in between barbed wire fences and political 
boundaries, given over to four-legged bulldozers and capitalists, roped off and restricted behind 
no trespassing signs, enforced under the full penalty of law.  Perhaps it was lost irrevocably 
when the concrete and asphalt ribbons opened it up to “progress”, that dirtiest of words.  ER 
would surely cringe knowing that Monument Valley is now dissected by an asphalt highway. 
But surely remnants still remain, hidden from the developers’ blade and the cattle rustlers’ prof-
its – the West is still a BIG place.  Surely it is still possible to find adventure, beauty and peace 
in this iconic landscape.  I start by soaking up the shafts of moonlight on my bed tonight… 
 
 There is, however, one thing that I do know for certain in my heart - I know I must see, 
feel, and touch whatever it is I am looking for – alone.  Solo.  One on one, mano y mano.  I 
have a suspicion that the impressions of this landscape, the beauty of these mesas and buttes, 
the thrill of the vivid desert colors, are much deeper, more heartfelt, more important, when 
alone.   
 But alas, the umbilical cord connecting me to twenty plus years as a paid analyst is hard 
to cut - my quantitative brain shouts down my heart “That is just a hypothesis! It needs to be 
tested!”  For all I have are some artsy words on paper, and a mystery from 75 years ago – I need 
some proof of my own… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



“When on of us says, ‘Look, there’s nothing out there,’ what we are really saying is, I cannot 
see.”  - Terry Tempest Williams 
 
 April 18, 2011 – Upper Escalante River at the Death Hollow Junction – Up with the 
sun (the real sun this time, not a lunar impostor!) and good camp breakfast of oatmeal and gra-
nola bars, coffee and a fruit smoothie, then it’s toes in the river again, today by 9 a.m.  I’m fi-
nally starting to get comfortable with hiking in the water itself, not on a trail.  It helps that I’ve 
brought real canyoneering shoes, not my hiking boots, whose thick leather drains poorly and 
dries even slower.  These 5-10s, with high ankle supports, are proving just as sturdy as my old 
reliable Vasques, but are dried and ready for more this morning when I slip them on.  Plus the 
special soles hold like glue to the slick underwater rocks.   
 It takes a while, but after an hour of sloughing through the cold Death Hollow current, I 
finally start to let go; my re-entry into wilderness consciousness begins.  It helps being without 
a heavy pack today, too - is this what a prisoner feels after realizing she is free???  Forget about 
lists and itineraries; just pay attention to where you are now and what is going on right now.  
And now I really do start to see things – snakes and albino frogs, lizards and birds; I even find 
an American Dipper nest, tucked into a crack in the sandstone about four feet above the creek, 
complete with yellow outlined gaping mouths begging to be filled with aquatic insects.  Ahh, 
the American Dipper, epitome of every good, clean western river, the nest that John Muir never 
found through decades of searching – and here I am stumbling upon one in all its glory just as I 
am emerging from the fog of civilization! 

 I explore any little side canyon that catches my fancy – there is no destination today.  
Most of my sidetracks dead-end, but I find a great lunch spot at the top of a mustard yellow 
abandoned meander, the pinnacle surrounded on three sides by a dry wash.  Desert varnish col-
ors dark every overhanging dry streambed, the color of my salami and cheese tortilla lunch that 
taste so much better than when at a dinner table.   
 How much did I miss yesterday as I barreled through the first part of my trek?  I didn’t 
hear the singing river or the chirping birds, I didn’t feel the cottonwoods swaying with the 
wind, nor did I notice the sweet smell of sage, the scent of the high desert, the smell that most 
brings me back to the fond memories of these arid lands.   
 Now in the present, I notice and enjoy the silence.  I haven’t spoken in over 24 hours, 
since the brief conversation with the family exiting the Escalante as I entered.  I consciously 
make as little noise as possible, like being in church; it just seems the right thing to do.  Let the 
wind and the river speak, the animals, and even the plants and rocks – we humans speak enough 
already.  I apologize for the interrupting jet airplane, disturbing the peace from 30,000 feet, with 
its single monotonous note and its cloudlike tendrils; it is an interloper on the pure here, and it 
can neither carry the crescendo of the wind, not inspire the imagination of the clouds… 



 I get the sense from re-reading Everett’s letters that people in Everett’s time (read, be-
fore the rise of TVs, computers, and 4G networks) had much better imaginations than “modern” 
man; indeed, our lack of imagination was identified as one of the root causes of the terrorist at-
tacks by the 9/11 Commission.  Today we demand a You Tube video, a color PowerPoint pres-
entation, or at the least, a commentator from a 24-hour “news” channel to tell us what we are 
seeing, what we should be feeling, and how we should react; no wonder we’re so easily led by 
false prophets and self-serving politicians.   
 While these technologies have many advantages, including reaching much wider audi-
ences in dramatically reduced time, almost instantaneously, they have also had the negative 
consequence of reducing our capacity to take a few words and mull them over in our own 
minds, to try to project what we would feel in that situation, what we would do given these cir-
cumstances – we have lost a large degree of our creative empathy.  Everett writes blandly, mat-
ter-of-factly, of enduring a desert thunderstorm or a severe bout of poison ivy, relying on his 
reader to understand what that means; there is no need to expound further on the topic; I’m not 
sure today’s reader can grasp the sting of the sand in the fierce wind before the storm, the ear-
splitting thunder coursing through the canyons, the blue static electricity of lightning setting the 
sky ablaze, or the sweet smell of life renewed after rain in the desert.   
 My own diminished sense of imagination requires that I, too, must experience a desert 
thunderstorm before I can truly understand, and it’s another reason why I am standing in the 
desert now, not reading Everett’s words from the comfort of an easy chair.  But be careful what 
you wish for… 
 At camp this evening I cool my feet in the fine sand, enjoying wine and the writings of 
Ruess with dinner (from my camp thermarest easy chair, ironically!), watching the evening 
alpenglow on the high sandstone cliffs across the river. What a great day, what a great way to 
decompress!!!  I really needed a day like this; the stress I’ve been under lately has been relent-
less, but the glory of unaltered nature has worn through the tough veneer of humanity, slowly, 
inevitably, like the rivers that carve this sandstone.  The wilderness calls to me, and I finally 
begin to heed its call.   
 Ruess heard the call also, but his response wasn’t limited to vacation days and long 
weekends.  “God, how the wild calls to me.  There can be no other life for me but that of the 
lone wilderness wanderer, it has an irresistible fascination.  The lone trail is best for me.” 
 Everett Ruess was born in California in 1914, the son of an artist mom and minister fa-
ther.  Through them he developed an interest and skill in wood-block carving, painting, sketch-
ing and writing.  During the summer break of his sixteenth year, he set out on his first solo jour-
ney away from home, a three-month long hitchhiking, backpacking and camping loop, starting 
in Los Angeles, up the coast to Monterey, then east to Yosemite and the Sierra, and finally 
south to Mono Lake and back home. 
 After graduating from high school he headed out again, this time towards the canyons 
and mesas of the Four Corners region.  For eleven months Everett traveled, usually by foot, 
pedaling his art (a tough sell at the height of the Great Depression) and picking up odd jobs as 
necessary.  With a family of burros (though never more than two at a time) and occasionally a 
dog for company (but never another human), Everett explored the Grand Canyon, Monument 
Valley, southern Utah, Zion National Park, the ruins at Betatakin, Keet Seel and Canyon de 
Chelly, and all places in between. 
 Returning home, Everett enrolled for a semester at UCLA, probably at the urging of his 
father, but lasted only one semester before giving in to the call of the rover.  Young Ruess loved 



the freedom he had while traveling and delighted in the country he saw.  The lure of wild places 
was intense and the joy he found there is reflected in his writings and artwork.  Trips to Yosem-
ite and the Sierra followed, to the redwoods of northern California, and the Pacific Coast, and 
included an extended stay in San Francisco, where he hobnobbed with artist Maynard Dixon 
and photographers Dorothea Lange and Ansel Adams. 
 In April 1934 Everett’s older brother Waldo dropped him off in Keyenta, Arizona.  For 
several months he wandered Arizona, spending quality time with the Navajo Indians before 
continuing on to Navajo Mountain, where he packed into Rainbow Bridge and then back to Ari-
zona to participate in a Hopi dance ceremony.  Everett traveled next to the Grand and then to 
Bryce Canyon, where he spent a couple of days before crossing over the Escalante Mountains 
to Escalante, Utah.   
 Sometime in early November 1934, the unassuming young man rode into the small 
Mormon town of Escalante on a burro, his legs nearly touching the ground, leading another 
burro laden with his gear.  He spent the next several weeks camping near the town on the Esca-
lante River, mixing with the locals and exploring the nearby canyons.  Apparently he planned to 
spend the winter in the lower canyons of the Escalante, and on November 11, 1934, he set out 
along the Hole-in-the-Rock road, heading east.  It was the last anyone would ever see of him… 
 After not hearing from him for three months, his parents alerted the residents of Esca-
lante, and a search was initiated in March of 1935.  Several canyons were checked before 
Everett’s burros were located near the foot of the cattle trail leading out of Davis Gulch.  Since 
his camp gear, food and painting supplies were not with the burros, the searchers speculated 
that Everett left them and struck out on foot to explore the surrounding country.  Bootprints 
matching Everett’s size were found throughout Davis Gulch, at the top of Hole-in-the-Rock 
road, and near the Kaiparowitz Plateau.  The search continued for several months before being 
called off.   
 Although the main search ended, various individuals kept looking for Everett for many 
years.  Tantalizing bits of evidence continue to surface from time to time, but none of the evi-
dence has proved trustworthy.  A human femur bone was discovered near Twilight Canyon by a 
boating party led by river runner Norm Nevills, who speculated that Everett’s body may have 
washed down from the Kaiparowitz Plateau.  Another river runner, Harry Aleson, found an old 
Mackinaw jacket with potsherds in the pockets in a cave near the mouth of Clear Creek Canyon 
that he believed could have been Everett’s.  In 1957, archaeologists found camping equipment 
in Reflection Canyon, a couple of miles south of the Escalante River; but the gear could not be 
positively identified as Everett’s.  And in the mid-1970s, a California climber reportedly found 
a human skeleton with a broken hip and collarbone wedged high up in a crack near the rim of 
Davis Gulch.  He collected some of the bones, put them in a sack, and gave them to a ranger at 
Lake Powell; but the bone mysteriously disappeared.  Most recently, in 2009, a body discovered 
on Combs Ridge was claimed to be Everett’s, complete with the story of an Indian overcome 
with guilt who confessed to know who murdered Everett, but forensic testing concluded that the 
body was not that of Everett’s. 
 Reports from people claiming to have seen Everett alive came from Moab and Mexico, 
but all sightings led nowhere.  It seems unlikely that the final disposition of Everett Ruess will 
ever be determined.  Shortly before his disappearance, Everett wrote that “when I go, I leave no 
trace.”  These words, written at an encampment near Navajo Mountain, proved prophetic and 
puzzling; for more than his artwork or writing, Everett’s mysterious departure has ensured his 
status in history, legend and myth… 



“Once more I am roaring drunk with the lust of life and adventure and unbearable beauty.  I 
have the devil’s own conception of a perfect time; adventure seems to beset me on all quarters 
without my even searching for it.”  - Everett Ruess 
  
 
 April 19, 2011 – Upper Escalante Canyon – Up early today, pack up my tent, still wet 
from last night’s rains, and on the trail by 8:45.  I’m trying to make good time, I’ve got a big 
day ahead, but the going is rough.  There are many tricky river crossings, some of them mid-
thigh (I’m glad I’ve got my hiking poles), and on land I often lose the trail in the dense willow 
and cottonwood thickets.  Many times I’m literally crawling on hands and knees (not fun with a 
full, unwieldy pack!)  What was that quote from Abbey about not seeing anything in the desert 
until you’ve drawn blood crawling through it?  “You’ve got to…walk, better yet crawl, on 
hands and knees, over the sandstone and through the thornbush and cactus.  When traces of 
blood begin to mark your trail you’ll see something, maybe.”   

 Well, I’m there Ed…and I do encounter 
some stunning beauty.  The five miles of the Esca-
lante directly north of Highway 12 contain a natu-
ral arch, a natural bridge, a fantastic Anasazi ruin 
viewable from the trail, and the beautiful emerald 
necklace of cottonwoods that follow every twist 
and turn of the river.  The sunlight filters through 
Escalante Natural Arch at the perfect angle, sun-
beams lighting the emerging cottonwood leaves in 
electric green.  I wish I would have camped in the 
spacious wide valley just west of Sand Creek, the 
valley dominated by the red, desert varnished 
stained vertical cliffs to the north and the arch and 
ruins to the south.  Pictures will have to suffice un-
til the next visit, as this valley is on par with the 
Hop Valley in Zion National Park. 
 Despite the distracting scenery and the tedi-
ous fight through the tangles, I still average 2 miles 
per hour and get to my bike hidden at the Escalante 
River Highway 12 trailhead by 1 pm.  A very 
quick trail lunch of powerbars and almonds, and 
then its time to mount the bike for the 15 mile ride 
back to the car.  I know I’ve got a big uphill the 

first five miles, so I’m anxious to get moving.  I flash a smug smile at the tourists and day hik-
ers gawking at the guy pedaling onto the highway with a loaded 50-pound pack. 
 But the joke is on me – you CANNOT pedal up a 10% grade (probably not even a 3% 
grade) with a fully-loaded pack!  Holy shit, my lungs feel like they’re going to burst as it takes 
everything I’ve got to get up to the Kiva Coffeehouse, a quarter mile from the trailhead.  I’m 
panting so hard a wide-eyed minivan full of Europeans offer me a bottle of water, which I 
gladly accept – I don’t think I’ll have enough water if this is the effort required to get to the top 
of the fold five miles away.  On the steepest sections I have to stop and push, still panting hard, 
but thankful to be off the bike, where the pack just crushes my ass to the seat.   



 My god, I’ll never make it 15 miles.  Well maybe if I can just get these first five in, it 
will be all downhill, and the pack will push me right down to the trailhead in a big head of 
steam.  I concentrate on just the next bend in the road; surely it will get easier then… 
 But it doesn’t.  Each bend is crushingly more depressing as I realize how far I have to 
go.  As I round one bend, I can see Highway 12 winding up out of the canyons and over the 
ridge high and far away, and it seems like its getting further away the harder I pedal.  My heart 
is racing, adrenaline is pumping and my breath is coming in short, deep gasps, when I realize 
I’ve got to stop.  There is no way me and the bike and this pack are getting to the top of this hill 
together.  I look for a landmark… 
 At milepost 72, only three miles from where I started (the hardest three miles I have 
ever pedaled) I drop my pack under a stately desert juniper, which does a fine job of concealing 
it.  I take only my bike tools and spare inner tube, water, and a powerbar, and the return to the 
bike sans pack is a joyous reunion, the way biking should be, free and easy.  What was I think-
ing, pedaling 15 miles with a full pack?  I’ll get to the trailhead without the pack, and then re-
turn with the car to pick it up.  But my mind has already raced ahead to start questioning all of 
the other assumptions I’ve made on this trip.  Yikes, did I plan too aggressively? 
 As with all mountain passes, it’s not an easy climb even without the baggage, but I 
make good time and enjoy the ride to the top.  Ahh, it’s all downhill from here now!  Wrong 
again!!!  I had read and been warned about the notorious spring winds in the Escalante region, 
but I didn’t know that they were always headwinds.  Honest to god, while descending the 10 
miles from the pass to the car, I was pedaling as hard as I could in second gear on my smallest 
front chain ring, battling the insistent winds that had to be a constant 30 or 40 mph.  It was just 
as much effort to pedal downhill as it was uphill, unbelievable!  Man did I underestimate the 
energy I’d need for a simple bike ride! 
 Through sheer determination I make the trailhead turnoff, and 15 minutes later, the car, 
such a welcome sight.  I won’t make the Escalante Post Office today, to pick up my rafting gear 
mailed out the week before (the paddles don’t fit in my duffle, and the weight was way over 50 
pounds anyway), but Ryan at the PO confirms my package arrived just this morning – woo 
who!  And it feels good to let my big iron horse do all the work as I retrace my pedal strokes 
back to milepost 72 to retrieve my gawd-awful heavy pack. 
 
 There’s a stop at the scenic overview looking down at Highway 12 climbing out of the 
Escalante River drainage.  Boy does it seem a lot bigger and more foreboding now that I’ve 
climbed that sucker under my own power.  I snap a few pictures, my perspective of what is laid 
out before me now dramatically changed – because I experienced it, firsthand. 
 I also call ahead to Escalante 
Outfitters, where I am scheduled to 
occupy a tent spot in their camp-
ground tonight – after this day, I need 
a bed, so I upgrade to a one room 
cabin.  There is no running water in 
the cabins, but the hot shower in the 
bunkhouse gets rid of all the sand in 
my ears and the firm mattress soothes 
shoulders sore from two nights on the 
ground.  I’m sure I’ll sleep well to-



night, especially after a few beers and a pizza in town.   
 But I don’t; I toss and turn, despite the comfort of a mattress, waking up a number of 
times to make lists and check equipment, to make sure I don’t make any more mistakes or for-
get a vital piece of equipment on the next leg of my journey.  Mostly, I’m afraid again, afraid I 
may have bit off more than I can chew on this next section, especially if this first, “easy” leg is 
any indication… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“An element of loneliness is necessary in wildness.” - Randy Morganson, longtime Sierra back-
country ranger, subject of “The Last Season” 
 
 
 April 20, 2011 – Town of Escalante, Utah – Logistics (lodge-iss-tics) - the planning of 
a trip’s intimate, inner workings; the details that never make the headlines, but make the head-
lines possible; the most overlooked and unappreciated aspect of adventure travel.  Logistics is 
what you are really paying for when you hire a guide – someone to do the planning, from the 
romantic (planning a scenic route with lots of highlights) to the mundane (figuring out how 
much oatmeal and toilet paper you’ll need for 8 days in the outback.)  I want to do this trip truly 
solo, I want to consider every detail, just like Ruess must have had to do before he set out into 
the desert.   
 Ironically, he never wrote about the boring mundane of planning; who knows, maybe he 
didn’t plan, maybe he just winged it (and maybe that’s why he never came back one day.)  But I 
cannot do that, there is just too much risk to simply set out into the wilderness solo without a 
solid plan; so logistics takes on a paramount importance for me, and here it gets its’ very mea-
ger due. 
 My planning has been meticulous; every detail, from finding the Wal-Mart closest to 
Interstate 15 to pick the bike up at (so as to waste as little time as possible in the true wasteland 
of America, the Wal-Mart parking lot) to detailing out every day’s backcountry meals, mile-
ages, and routes in a 11x17 spreadsheet.  This and all of my reservations, travel needs and maps 
are bound in a plastic covered booklet, organized in chronological order based on when they 
will be needed.  I know exactly where to go in every town to get exactly what I need, no more, 
no less, in the minimum amount of time.  This will maximize my time in the backcountry. 
 Last nights’ was a fitful sleep, awake as much as resting, leaving myself more notes on 
logistics to take care of in the morning – sleep deprivation is an inherent cost of solo planning.  



I arise at 7 a.m., pack quickly, get my permits and leave a typed-out, super detailed itinerary 
with the Escalante Interagency Visitor Center personnel.  Then it’s off to the Post Office to pick 
up my paddles and other oversized rafting equipment, next to the grocery store for perishables, 
Subway for breakfast (eat in) and lunch (take out), the gas station for a fill up, and finally, at 
10:30 a.m., the wheels of my front quarter-panel missing Jeep Liberty leave the pavement at the 
beginning of the Hole in the Rock road. 
 My mind is racing with more details, too many details, things I don’t want to forget, to 
really appreciate the spectacular scenery of the high desert plateau, known to the Indians as 
Kaiparowitz; the Straight Cliffs line my entire view to the right, while the Henry Mountain 
glimmer in the distance on my left, and the cracks in the plateau beckon untold adventures.  In-
stead I’m focused on keeping the car out of the ruts while following Steve Allen’s excellent 
guidebook, with its detailed beta on the Hole in the Rock road.  It’s only when shifting down 
into 4WD low while scaling a grade that fills the entire windshield with only blue sky that I ap-
preciate the good break I had at Enterprise Rent a Car when I got an upgrade for only $3/day 
extra – ain’t no way a 2WD sedan would have made it to Egypt.  That was the first of many 
breaks, all of which seemed to go my way this trip.  Someone’s looking out for me on this trip, 
as I’ll soon realize and appreciate more when I make the time to notice… 
 I arrive at the windy Egypt trailhead parking area slightly before noon, again not truly 
appreciating the stunning view as I pack up all my rafting gear, extra water, and enough whis-
key for two expeditions.  It’s only 3-1/2 miles to the bottom, but the first section is very steep; 
my 5-10 Canyoneers are immediately put to the test as hiking boots, and they respond in fantas-
tic comfort.  I lose the trail often, distracted by the scenery, but I’m out to make time today, and 
I’m at the bottom of Fence Canyon by 3.  I hide my rafting gear in a cleft along a sagebrush flat, 
covering the opening with tumbleweeds and sticks, and then quickly retrace my steps back out 
of the canyon. 
 Freed of my burden (offset by now hiking all uphill, though), I’m able to enjoy the can-
yon country more; I stop for pictures of the desert lupine, the patterns of wind in the sand, a 
dust devil spinning on a far off plateau, a majestic Golden Eagle riding the thermals.  Sand and 
sage fill my nostrils, as the green cottonwoods of Fence Canyon recede further into the cracks 
in the desert and the sky becomes bigger. 
 I crest the canyon lip back 
at the Egypt trailhead at 5 p.m., 
greeted by a gusty wind that tries to 
send my sombrero back into the 
canyons.  The horizon stretches 
endlessly, a seamless transition be-
tween rock and sky as numerous 
thunderstorms darken the skies near 
the Straight Cliffs and far off to the 
snow-capped Henry Mountains; but 
for now it is dry here at Egypt.  I’d 
love to set up my tent to prepare for 
the rain, but I’m waiting for the 
winds to die down, and besides I’ve 
got a lot of gear and food sorting to 
do, a task that is interrupted and 



made harder by an idle backpacker who is waiting for a ride and decides to talk to me for a half 
hour.  I feel bad being rude to him after 15 minutes, and in different circumstances I would love 
to talk to him, but trying to decide whether to bring polypro long johns or just wind pants or 
figuring out how many heavy powerbars I really need for the next 8 days isn’t easy when some-
one is yapping insistently.  He’s worse than a wife!  I’m relieved when his wife finally shows 
up, and finish packing in peace. 
 An hour later and the wind certainly hasn’t died down; in fact, it’s picking up.  I scout 
for a location on the plateau sheltered from the wind, but it doesn’t exist, so I find a place where 
it doesn’t blow quite as hard – this will have to do for tonight.  Finally the tent is fully staked 
out in the howling winds, everything is packed and planned, my logistics nightmare is winding 
down, and I’m satisfied I’ve done all I can do tonight - it’s time to just do this tomorrow.  Fi-
nally I can let go a little bit… 
 Bummer, it’s too late for the leisurely end to a long day that I wanted, but I catch the last 
of the sunset from my spectacular perch; I do get some good views while downing a couple Po-
lygamy Porters (“Why have just one?”  I agree!) as the last rays of a very busy day rapidly re-
cede.  A little bit of peace and quiet and some time to reflect, too, enough to wish I had some-
one here to share this view and beer with… 
 
 Everett never complained about the hundreds of miles he traveled through some of the 
harshest terrain, he didn’t bitch about the scorching midday desert heat, nor of violent cloud-
bursts and hail pelting him without shelter.  He “suffered philosophically” through his annual 
bouts with poison ivy that left him incapacitated for days, and through days without food or wa-
ter; he endured the cold desert nights, the sore feet and saddle sores, and food poisoning, and 
drank dirty, tepid water; he abided, even reveled in these hardships in his quest for Beauty, 
never once complaining.  “Whatever I have suffered in the months past has been nothing com-
pared to the beauty in which I have steeped my soul.  It has been a priceless experience.” 
 No, Everett complained about only two things – the lack of good music, and his longing 
for acceptable companionship.  “I have an endless hunger for good music”, Everett quipped to 
his brother in 1932.  Poor Everett was simply born too early to quench the first thirst – the 
Walkman and especially the iPod would surely have been in his pack, loaded with the sympho-
nies he loved so much while in civilization.  Hmm, to what degree would the purist Everett 
have been seduced by our modern technology, I wonder??? 
 But there is one thing that technology will never replace, I am sure – the human touch.  
Friendship, camaraderie, a stirring conversation, or just a warm body to lean against while si-
lently watching the sun set on an endless desert vista; Everett craved to share what he saw, what 
he felt, what so inspired him.  “It’s the feeling of comradeship and sharing that I miss the most 
out here” he confessed to a friend in 1935.  “A friend is indeed a wonderful treasure.  A true 
companion halves the misery and doubles the joy.” 
 Sounds easy enough, just post a flyer at the nearest trading post, “looking for a hiking 
pardner.”  But just as in his relentless pursuit of beauty, Everett set the bar high for companion-
ship, too – he didn’t want just any company, simply for company’s sake; he longed for intelli-
gent companionship, someone to whom he could really talk, from his soul, someone who might 
empathize with Everett’s heartfelt beauty and appreciation of what only he felt.  “True, I have 
had many experiences with people, and some very close ones, but there was too much that 
could not be spoken.  My friends have been few because I’m a freakish person and few share my 
interests.  My solitary tramps have been made alone because I couldn’t find anyone congenial – 



you know it’s better to go alone that with a person one wearies of soon.  I’ve done things alone 
chiefly because I never found people who cared about the things I’ve cared for enough to suffer 
the attendant hardships.”  
 Everett’s lack of acceptable companionship haunted him.  “Often I am tortured to think 
that what I so deeply feel must always remain, for the most, unshared, uncommunicated.  Such 
is my cry, such is my plaint, and I know there is no reply.  Mine seems a task essentially futile.  
Try as I may, I have never yet succeeded in conveying more than glimpse of my visions.  I am 
condemned to the need of putting this fire outside myself and spreading it somewhere, some-
how, and I am torn by the knowledge that what I have felt cannot be given to another.”  
 Lonely on my spectacular perch, the cold wind stinging my face, muscles aching, I un-
derstand a bit of Ruess’ plaint tonight.  Trying to find a few friends who can wrangle a two 
week vacation at the same time in this day and age is limited to only very wealthy friends or the 
voluntarily poor – my friends are working men, and the working man must work, not wander.  
So my friends remain chained to their desks, not freed on this cliff with me.   
 Also, at my age, in my mid-forties, it is getting harder to find contemporaries who can 
keep up with me.  I work hard to offset my sedentary desk jockey career, and I recognize how 
lucky I am to enjoy good health.  But I also recognize that I am certainly not exempt from the 
inevitable march of time, so I’d better take advantage of these gifts rights now, solo if neces-
sary, before they erode. 
 I can understand too ERs struggles with companionship.  I struggle with my own inabil-
ity to share my (very limited) wilderness experiences.  My times in the wide opens spaces, un-
der the big sky, breathing deeply of fresh mountain air or desert sage and pinyon, these are the 
most vivid of my existence!  True, most of my existence is locked up in a beige cell, which 
maybe makes being outdoors that much more exhilarating.  But even aided by digital photogra-
phy and video, which Everett didn’t enjoy, I still can’t convey it properly, respectfully, to some-
one who wasn’t there with me.  Imagine how frustrated someone as sensitive as ER must have 
felt, to have a heart nearly bursting with joy and beauty and laughter, the kind of high that in-
spires - no forces, it can’t be contained! - one to sing out loud in celebration, because this kind 
of joy just cannot be kept inside, it cannot be caged!  Everett’s singing and laughter surely filled 
many a canyon, but highs only last so long  - sooner or later the music and laughter slowly fade, 
like an echo down a solitary canyon, until all that is left is the inevitable silence, a stark, heart 
deflating reminder of how alone he truly is… 
 
 I don’t feel too bad for Everett, though, for can any of us truly share our experiences, 
our feelings, with another?  ER recognized this, too, for “no two can completely understand one 
another, or if they do, it kills their love, which is in reality only a projected form of self love.”  
And ER admitted that he didn’t always long for company; “It is true that I can be happy alone 
and many times I’ve felt relieved to be in solitude.  I look forward to my trip tomorrow because 
it will take me back into the solitude again.”    
 I’ll add that I’ve done enough solo adventure travel now to know unequivocally that it is 
still much better to go alone than to not go at all, as ER certainly agrees.  “I have found it easier 
and more adventurous to face situations alone.  There is a splendid freedom in solitude, and 
after all, it is for solitude that I go the mountains and deserts, not for companionship.  In soli-
tude I can bare my soul to the mountains unabashed.” 
 I wonder if ER would have found my company interesting tonight, or would I have been 
too Type A, too focused on my lists and gear and my upcoming adventure, too busy to really 



listen; after all, didn’t I just send away some possible good company with my cold shoulder?    
  
 I zip my down jacket up tight around my neck as the sun sinks below the Straight Cliffs; 
the cold finally forces me to my tent, which the wind still trying to send into the abyss.  But the 
guy lines are taunt, and there is a quiet sense of accomplishment for company tonight, and 
that’s really all I need.  I’m still on track, everything is going as planned, and I enjoyed my own 
company tonight… 
 
 But it is a miserable night for sleeping – the winds howl all night, each time filling the 
tent with more sand.  I bury my face in my bag to keep my mouth and nose and ears from filling 
with sand with each gust.  A few thunderstorms move through, too, raining hard for a half hour 
at a time and waking me each time – I bet I get three hours of sleep, tops… 
 
 April 21, 2011 – Egypt trailhead – Up before dawn, begin packing my wet, sand filled 
tent and sleeping bag – wow, there must be five pounds of the grainy red stuff in there.  Big day 
today, too, no time to wait for the tent to dry out, pack it and stash it along with all my other 
gear under a big juniper not far from the trailhead.  Now it’s just me and my biking gear, eating 
breakfast and dropping bottles of water along my route from Egypt to the Redwell trailhead.  I 
want to avoid the worst of the headwinds, which really seem to pick up in the afternoon, so 
there is a sense of urgency in my step this morning, and the Jeep leaves a big rooster tail behind 
me down the dirt roads. 
 It takes an hour and a half to drive to Redwell, but I’m on the Wal-Mart Granite Peak 
Roadmaster 2000 ($80 for 40 pounds of pig iron) by 9:15 a.m.  It feels more natural to be pedal-
ing, the wind in my hair, the sage in my nose, the silence of the wide open plateau, versus the 
noisy mechanical steel horse that got me here.  Ahh, progress towards freedom!!! 
 But progress is slow, painfully slow, sometimes walking where the wind fills the de-
pressions in the road with loose sand that buries my rims.  The washboard road grates my arse, 
my knees begin to scream from not getting full bottom extension on the too small bike, despite 
the seat being raised well above the safety line, and I bottom out the front toy shock with a dull 
thud too many times to count.  I pedal on despite the discomforts, wondering if this is how ER 
felt traveling by mule, which couldn’t have been comfortable. 
 My progress is measured by the water bottle stops.  Rather than carry all the water 
needed on my back, I’ve stashed empty juice bottles every 7 or 8 miles.  It’s great to get to a 
water stop and wash the sand down my throat with the cool water, and gives me manageable 
milestones to look forward to.  At the Egypt road turnoff I enjoy a banana in addition to water, 
the boost needed for the last 10 miles, which are the roughest and hardest. 
 I do avoid the worst of the headwinds, though, which seem to peak in the late afternoon, 
and arrive back at the Egypt trailhead at 12:30, just a little over 3 hours to complete the 26 mile 
bike ride.  It was actually a fun ride, the scenery a great companion, but my butt is ready to get 
off the bike.  So the bike is chained to the same juniper that hid my pack, and I take a quick 
lunch break and morph from biker to backpacker. 
 Wow, the pack is extremely heavy, loaded with 8 days of food and all my backpacking 
gear; not sure I could have managed all the rafting gear on top of this, too, I’m glad I ran it 
down canyon yesterday.  I know the way down without a map today, so I shoulder my load at 
1:30, and make it to camp at the confluence of Fence Canyon and the Escalante River by 3 pm, 
keeping with my philosophy of getting heavy loads off my back as quickly as possible.  Wow, I 



rock, covering thirty miles today, by bike and backpack, in less than 6 hours!   
 It’s now time to slow down…I rinse in the river, exfoliating as much sand from me as I 
can.  Camp tonight under the cottonwoods is awesome; I find a great spot against a big yellow 
sandstone wall, tucked away from the trail and out of the wind.  I wrap my pfd around a tree, 
lean back and enjoy the hummingbirds and swifts and phoebe’s, the sunset on the canyon walls, 
a Packit Gourmets’ Big Easy Gumbo dinner (complete with hot sauce, a lucky bay leaf, and 
okra – okra! - fantastic!), and a warm whiskey glow while I do absolutely nothing until night-
fall… 
 
“Knowing is not enough, we must apply.  Willing is not enough, we must do.”  Johann Wolf-
gang von Goethe 
 
 April 22, 2011 – Fence Canyon confluence with the Escalante River – There is 
something spine tingling exciting about a challenge.  Taking on something new, something un-
familiar, something that scares you – your mind must be sharp, your senses must be alert, your 
homework had better be done thorough.  Ratchet that up a notch if you’re solo – there’s no one 
to bail me out from here on out, buddy, hope you’re ready!  And so the chills run deep and the 
sky seems bluer, the whole scene next to the Escalante River this morning is in high-definition 
focus, far from the murky autopilot of everyday routine.   
 It begs additional honesty to the question – why do this solo?  The biggest reason I’m 
out here alone is because I just need to get away from a few things - I just want a little release 
from the pressure cooker of the last eight months.  My company has been acquired by an un-
wanted suitor, and surely job eliminations and relocations are part of the touted “synergies,” 
and I left for Utah just as the selection process was getting hot and heavy.  A good time to not 
be there fighting for my job?  I don’t know, and frankly, after 24 years in a corporate interment 
camp, maybe this will be the kick in the ass I need to free myself.  I’ll leave that to fate this 
time, I just don’t want to be asked even one more time “so what’s going on with your job?”  
Aghhh! 
 Ahhh Everett, if only it were that easy to pack up a mule and wander out into the desert 
to do some painting on a whim!  Drop out of school, ramble up the coast, spend some time in 
the mountains, rove the red desert, and write home to mom and pop when you need money or 
supplies.  You had it made, buddy! 
 But that is not fair, either – Ruess made his way wandering during the Great Depression, 
probably not a worse time to try to make it as an artist, and his poverty and constant 
“undercurrent of starvation”, while of his own choosing, were real burdens that cannot be un-
derstated; at least I eat well every night.  ER must be commended for not using the economic 
hard times - nor a basic lack of food and water - as a crutch.   
 Me, I have “responsibilities” – gawd I hate that word – most of which I consciously 
chose, most of which I would choose again if given the chance.  A wife and two great kids to 
support, a house to maintain, mine the only job in the family.  An excuse?  Maybe, I don’t 
know.  Maybe I’ll find that answer in the desert, too. 
 There is one other issue I want to put aside also, at least for a while, if I can.  My wife is 
courageously battling a terrible disease; she is going through hell, and we are both struggling 
with issues that rock the very core of our existence.  On the practical side, the price of modern 
medicines’ miracles is health insurance, and in this backwards country, where we only value 
things that produce revenue (production over poetry; “The gross national product measures eve-



rything except that which makes life worthwhile" says Robert Kennedy) - health coverage is 
still a privilege, and its steep price is freedom.  So I will continue to work in my beige holding 
pen in indentured corporate servitude for as long as I must… 
 To her credit, my wife actually encouraged this trek.  I know I am not the one suffering, 
which makes her encouragement even more profound, but since September 24, 2010, when 
round II started, it has weighed heavily on me, more so than the first round.  The last six months 
have seen the lowest of the lows, a long period of fear and depression, struggling through the 
shock, anger, suffering, and lately, just trying to deal with this thing head on.  It takes a heavy 
toll on your spirit – I need a break from thinking about chemo and radiation and living wills and 
a murky future; my battery light is flashing its low warning, and is in need of a big recharge.  I 
need to spend some time in the right now, to see the present in glorious color.  Out here, in the 
middle of nowhere, no one will ask how things are going at home, with that pitied look on their 
faces and a worried, furrowed brow… 
 But while it might be easy to get away from others, it is very hard to get away from your 
mind, from the worries that haunt you at night - unless you are distracted by something big, 
something unfamiliar, something risky, something that forces you to confront it and only it.  
Hence I’ve planned a challenging solo journey to the most remote desert in the US, to test my 
outdoor skills, to learn some new ones, and to put aside, at least for the present, the worries of 
cancer and career… 
 
 So today I am 100% focused on a new challenge – packrafting.  My Sierra green layer 
of rubber laminate emerges from the organized pile of camping and rafting equipment, and I fill 
it up by squeezing a giant garbage bag of air into the valve.  Yes, it works, you’ll just have to 
take me word for it, or watch the videos on You Tube.  What an ingenious solution to carrying a 
heavy pump into the wilderness! 
 It takes me a couple of hours to pack, repack, and adjust all this new equipment, plus 
I’m a little cautious since it’s the first time I’ve done this.  But all my camping gear, a weeks’ 
worth of food, and all that whiskey actually does fit into my drybags, and is soon strapped to 
the front of my packraft.  Tighten the pfd, put on the hel-
met and grab the paddle, it’s time to shove off! 
 The upper portion of the Escalante River isn’t 
much wider than what we call a “crick” back home, very 
shallow in places.  I’m doing my best to avoid scrapping 
bottom in the shallows while learning how to control my 
craft.  As in anything new, it’s a process of trial and er-
ror, but more or less controlling a packraft is intuitive – 
I’m having fun! 
 There’s a mandatory stop at Neon Canyon, only a 
mile from Fence Canyon.  I proudly dock my packraft at 
the canyon mouth and walk up canyon about 20 minutes, 
enjoying the narrow red slot streaked with dark desert 
varnish that contrasts so vividly with the green leaves of 
the cottonwoods.  Progress further up the canyon, with-
out rope at least, is stopped at the Golden Cathedral, a 
fantastic water filled alcove where the hanging garden 
pour-off has eroded holes through the roof.  The light, 



the water, the shapes, the impossibility that these shapes and textures and reflections have come 
together randomly – it’s too easy to see a god of beautiful creation and mercy here.  Wonder 
and awe… 
 Back on the water, each tributary adds a little more water to the Escalante, and the chal-
lenges begin to mount with the rising din of the growing rapids.  I’m still most worried about 
wearing a hole through the bottom of my raft, but I’m also having to learn how to navigate 
rougher water.  I’ve never had a desire to become a river rat, ever since a few bad trips on the 
Class III Youghiogheny River back home, but the packraft’s promise of getting me out into the 
deep wilderness has too much pull.  Paddle, paddle! 
 And my little craft does great, dealing with my neophyte-ness and ignorance gracefully, 
teaching me as I go, providing thrills and freedom, exactly what I wanted.  There is only one 
portage, where a bleached white cottonwood hull spans the river, not allowing passage.  That’s 
okay, it gives me the opportunity to figure out how to best negotiate a portage, and also to make 
sure my thermarest is securely in the bottom of the boat. 
 I pull into Moody Canyon at 5:30 and set up camp – wow, what a day, I can’t believe 
I’m doing this!  I’m tired and sore from paddling (upper body sore, a new feeling for the back-
country) and I have to spend some time taping up my blisters – blister on my hands, not on my 
feet!  After a great Packit Gourmet dinner of Austintacious tortilla soup, wafer cookies and 
whiskey, I retire to my snug tent and reflect on the great day while listening to the bullfrogs and 
crickets; I haven’t had this much fun since Tom and I spent a long hard day exploring Grand 
Gulch off trail.  Holy shit, I’m in the middle of nowhere now, true wilderness, and I probably 
won’t see another person until I hit Coyote Gulch.  It’s exhilarating and freeing! 
 
 April 23, 2011 – Mouth of Moody Canyon, at the junction with the Escalante River 
– Wow, great sleep last night, finally – 10 hours.  I leisurely break camp, watching the orange-
crowned warblers in the trees, enjoying my breakfast (including an awesome fruit and protein 
smoothie) in the tent vestibule as a light rain moves in.  I explore Moody for a while, looking 
unsuccessfully for the spring – is that it right next to camp at the canyon mouth?  If so, I’ll take 
my chances with the silty Escalante River water, and I drop a pill into my Nalgene. 
 I’m figuring that today will be like yesterday, thinking I will only get better on the wa-
ter, so I’m in no hurry to get moving.  I say my goodbyes to the Moody Canyon camp and 
shove off under a drizzly, cloudy ceiling just before 11 a.m.  But quickly, everything changes 
today… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



“It seems that only in moments of desperation is the soul most truly revealed.”  - Everett Ruess 
 
 I’m not sure how I didn’t see this from the Port of Moody Canyon, but my first rapid, 
the one that lulled me to sleep last night with its soothing gurgle, turns out to be a 5-foot drop.  
There’s no avoiding it, no time to stop and portage, so I face my bow towards the fall and pre-
pare to paddle hard through it.  I’ve seen packrafters handle worse on You Tube. 
 But those packrafters had experience – I don’t, and after maintaining uprightness down 
to the bottom of the falls, I just can’t get out from the tumbling water.  It quickly fills my boat, 
which has bogged down and is no longer making any forward progress.  Stuck, and now pan-
icking, I thrash around, trying desperately to get freed of the trap.  It does no good, and I only 
succeed in somehow getting myself thrown out of the raft. 
 I keep a death grip, one hand on the paddle, one hand on the boat, even while underwa-
ter.  I’m surprised the water is this deep, and this cold – it shocks me, spurring even more 
adrenaline, and I’m not sure how I get free of the waterfalls hydraulic.  A minute later I’m 
safely on the rocky shore, trying to calm down. 
 My first reaction is a nervous laugh that no one hears, so I let out a whooping “Holy 
shit!”  Because of the drizzle, I am dressed in my gore-tex rain gear and hiking pants, but I’m 
thoroughly soaked, and it begins to sink in that maybe this isn’t something to laugh at – I’m in 
the middle of nowhere, and I might be in over my head.  I empty my nearly full raft while wish-
ing I would have gotten the packraft spray deck – would I have made it through that rapid if I 
had it?  No use musing, I don’t have it… 
 I remember when I was teaching my sons to ride their bikes; a fall is inevitable, and I 
knew I had to get them right back on their bikes so that they wouldn’t dwell on the fall.  So it’s 
right back into my green packraft, before I can think too much on this.   
 The ominous beginning is just a portent of a bad day – the light drizzle builds to black-
sky thunderstorms, and I take another swim after another surprise rapid.  I’m on high alert now, 
focusing only on the next river challenge, adrenaline pumping.  And then I come to the infa-
mous portages near Scorpion Gulch.  Boulders the size of houses choke the river, often times 
not leaving enough room for a raft to squeeze through.  So I pull the raft out, untie my gear and 
move gear and raft around the obstructions.  This is not a nice easy walk along a sandy river 
bank, but a scramble over the rain-soaked boulders and through the shoe sucking quicksand to 
the next raftable river section.  And it takes me three trips for each portage – first my heavy dry-
bag, next my backpack and paddles, then the raft itself.  The process is repeated countless times 
today, no doubt more than would normally be necessary because I’m now gun-shy from my two 
swims; lots of hard work… 
 With all of the excitement today, I have totally 
neglected my map watching duties.  I haven’t figured 
out a good way to keep my zip-locked map handy, 
and I’ve tired of pulling it out at portages, so I’ve not 
been counting canyons or looking for landmarks.  I’d 
planned to get to Camp George Canyon, but around 
each bend comes nothing familiar that I can find on 
the map, and I realize I have no idea where I am.  
Great, just as a clap of thunder reminds me that I 
would like to be exiting the water well before dark, to 
set up a good camp out of the flood zone and dry all 



my clothes.  Now I’m watching the time, too, its 4:30, and the sky to the west is completely 
black.  Surely my canyon is just around the next bend… 
 But it is not; every landmark I’m looking for never materializes.  I’m cold now with the 
sun completely clouded over, and I decide I will make camp at the next acceptable spot. 
Acceptable in this case means I stop on a rocky sandbar before another big portage – I just 
don’t want to unpack and make the three trips – and use all that valuable daylight – doing an-
other portage.  Camp will be right here tonight, wherever here is. 
 The first action is to get out of all my wet clothes and get them drying.  My drybags 
worked great, despite being submerged, and I’m really glad I double bagged my sleeping bag, 
base layer, and down jacket, which quickly warms me.  Now for a tent spot… 
 Damn, there is nowhere on this little sandbar that is above the debris line – the canyon 
walls become too steep too fast, and the best I can do is tuck in to a rocky section next to the 
cottonwoods.  There is debris from the last big flood still ten feet above me in the trees, but it’s 
the best I can do.  I’m sure the thunderstorms will pass once the sun’s energy dissipates, right? 
 I take some time before dinner to try to figure out where I am.  I can’t climb up high 
enough to get any unmistakable landmarks, but I know the river is flowing west here, and there 
is a small, pointy mesa that might be on my 7.5 USGS topos.  But there are two possible places 
on the map where I think I might be, the most likely one only 6.5 river miles from Moody Can-
yon.  Holy shit, did I only do 6-1/2 miles today, in 6 hours?  I guess that might be true, given 
how much time I spent in the water, and how many portages I did.  Ouch, if that’s the case, I’ve 
still got a long trip in front of me, and if the remaining 22 river miles are like today, I might be 
in trouble.  My spirits sag as the lightning flashes to the west and the thunder rumbles through 
the canyons… 
 The panic begins to rise as the rain starts to fall; I retire to my tent, stowing all my gear 
to dry under the vestibule.  Okay, I’m kinda lost, I’m not doing too well on the river, with a 
boatload of river miles ahead, I’m shivering and worried about hypothermia, I’m starving be-
cause I didn’t have time to eat today, I’m camped below the debris line, and I’m completely 
alone in a remote wilderness – no one can help me, I’ve got to get out of here on my own.  I 
double check the map – there is not way out from here except via the river; any walk up any 
side canyon would not have reliable water, and the topos lines are too close together to guaran-
tee I wouldn’t box myself in to some dead end.  I’ve got to stick to my plan and run the river 
down to Coyote, there is no other choice. 
 I have to settle down, so I launch into doing what needs done – get my bed and warm 
clothes set up, keep drying my outerwear, and get dinner going.  I cook in my vestibule again, 
in a soft rain at this point, but with the thunder still rumbling in the distance.  I decide tonight 
on my old camping standby, Barilla spinach and cheese tortellini; the familiarity and fillingness 
calm me.  A few cookies, and a few more core body degrees added by my down jacket – and a 
few sips of whiskey – and I’m much calmer. 
 
 Definitely out of my comfort zone now, my focus shifts to what is really important to 
me.  I think tremendously of my family.  It is Easter eve – I’m sure the boys, age 11 and 8, are 
excited to look for their baskets in the morning, and I’m sure my wife has done a fantastic job 
with their baskets, filled with exactly what they want.  My god, what am I doing out here???  I 
should be home with my family, goddammit!  What the fuck am I doing out here, playing some 
wilderness survivorman hero?  How selfish is that?  What if I don’t return?  What if my kids 
have to grow up without a father, like I did?  Christ, how many times has my heart terribly 



ached, missing the guidance and strength of my dad, who died when I was just a kid?  What the 
hell, why would I even take the chance of doing that to my own kids, doing it voluntarily?  How 
selfish it that, goddammit??? 
 “STOP IT!”  Nobody is here, so I verbalize my command out loud.  “Stop it, dammit, 
stop it!”  Calm down, I am NOT going to die.  I can do this – I’ve worked out for months, I’ve 
trained, I’ve prepared, this is doable.  Tomorrow, I will get up early, I will be in the river by 9 
a.m., and I will fucking just pound it out, through sheer determination and sheer strength of will 
– JUST FUCKING DO IT! 
 
“Always remember there is nothing worth sharing, Like the love that let us share our name.”  – 
The Avett Brothers, from “Murder in the City” 
 
 My fears back in check, I say a silent prayer, thankful for all that has happened today to 
get me safely to this point, and thankful for my wonderful family – I know they are thinking of 
me, I can feel their prayers in return, and I channel their love deep inside, knowing nothing ever 
more certain in my life than of the importance of love and family… 
 
 What we think we know and what we remember about Everett Ruess mostly remains 
with us because of his extraordinary letters to family and friends.  First, it speaks to me that 
Everett’s family kept his letters.  His mother was the first to recognize these were not ordinary 
letters, evidenced by her attempts to get them published, which they were in 1940.  Indeed, they 
have stood the test of time… 
 Everett truly valued his family, this much is evident by the volume of letters he wrote to 
them.  My god, all of the letters I’ve written to my family in all of my years wouldn’t stack up 
to a fraction of those he wrote in just a few months.  Everett wished he could share what he 
saw, what he felt, what he experienced with his family; he challenged them, to get out of their 
ruts, to pursue their dreams; he asked for their advice and opinion, and he gave his, freely, 
whether it was asked for or not.  This freedom is only found within the bounds of a close-knit 
family. 
 These letters, they are not “miss you, wish you were here” idle chatter; they are extraor-
dinarily well thought out, with nary an idle phrase – nearly every letter drips with deliberateness 
and purpose.  Nobody would devote this much effort, this much time and energy, into some-
thing and someone that they didn’t care about, deeply. 
  My biggest regret in reading Mr. Ruess is that there is no evidence, at least at this time, 
of the responses people sent to Everett.  How did they react to his descriptions, to his chal-
lenges, to his criticisms?  We will never know, for Everett choose not to keep them, something I 
can totally understand – my favorite camping chair sits idle right now in a banged up SUV 20 
miles from here, because out here, in the desert, in the wilderness, you bring only what you 
need, only what you must carry.  Return letters, once read and digested – and I’m most they 
were most appreciated by the lonely Ruess – well, certainly they’d make better campfire tinder 
than pack mule burden. 
 I have no doubt however, that Everett’s family buoyed him, too.  They hoisted him on 
their strong shoulders, enabling him to continue along in his pursuit of…well, I will not venture 
to say here that his family understood what he was pursuing anymore than we do now, but even 
this lack of understanding did not stop them from supporting young Everett.  ER’s family’s sup-
port, whether monetary, or simply providing basic supplies, allowed Everett to repeatedly step 



forth into the uncaring wilderness with neither adequate funds, equipment, or experience.  His 
family gave him a bedrock platform of values and support to launch a pursuit of his dreams, 
even if he couldn’t articulate what those dreams were.  They gave him a receptive audience for 
his letters and paintings and poetry, too, knowing that at least a small circle of people would 
actually care what he had created.  Surely this allowed him more liberties to express, unabash-
edly, more beautifully, his emotions, his thoughts, his feelings, much more so than an academic, 
or worse, commercial audience. 
 So I must amend the list I have been amassing over the years, a list of what makes a 
truly memorable – dare I say it? – what make a great wilderness experience, possible.  A bed-
rock of family, close friends, and kindred spirits that will be there in spirit with you if they can’t 
be physically with you – yes, they are needed, not so much for the company and the compan-
ionship or logistical accompanionment, but because their faith in you will pull you through 
when your faith in yourself is put to the test…   
 
 Tonight I send my love across the cosmos to all who care and are thinking of me, and in 
return I open my heart to their love, and the peace and calm that fills my soul soothes me to a 
deep, much needed sleep. 
 
 Three thunderstorms score a direct hit on my campsite tonight – each time I awake with 
a start and keep an ear out for the ominous rumbling of a coming flash flood.   I wonder what I 
should save if I have only one trip to safety - my tent, my food, or my raft?  What was I think-
ing when I wanted to experience a thunderstorm in the canyons?  Well at least I can now con-
firm that, yes, each time the canyons are lit up for a second in that eerie, blue-light glow, re-
placed quickly by pitch black, each time the thunder rumbles unnervingly long through the can-
yons, each time the rain pounds so hard on the tent I swear it’s gonna burst through, that yes, it 
is much more vivid and real and scary than I imagined in the easy chair - certainly my heart did-
n’t flutter as much then as it is right now!  But the floods never come, the rain and thunder sub-
side, and each time I quickly resume sleep…thank you, Lord! 
 
“For us the wilderness and the human emptiness of this land is not a source of fear but the 
greatest of its attractions.  We would guard and defend and save it as a place for all who wish 
to rediscover the nearly lost pleasures of adventure, adventure not only in the physical sense, 
but also mental, spiritual, moral, aesthetic and intellectual adventure.”  - Edward Abbey 
 
 April 24, 2011 – Somewhere along the Escalante River, exact location unknown – 
This morning it’s all business as I methodically eat breakfast and break camp.  I’m thankful for 
the decent nights’ sleep, mostly a gift of exhaustion, but also a product of my resolve, and today 
I enact my plan to just do it.  The boat is loaded and I’m only slightly behind my planned 9 a.m. 
launch, clad in gore-tex and long pants as the rain continues today.   
 I dig into the water, concentrating on the river and how my craft reacts to it.  I realize 
I’ve been unnecessarily fighting the river instead of going with the flow, and I’m much better at 
anticipating the best line through the rapids, much like picking the right line far in advance of a 
steep mountain biking descent.  My confidence returns as I float semi-gracefully through the 
rapids that yesterday gave me fits.  Just do it… 
 
 I need a name for my packraft.  I haven’t seen a soul since Neon Canyon two days ago, 



and it felt good to shout to the canyons out loud last night.  So this morning I’ve taken to talk-
ing to my packraft, a la Tom Hanks talking to Wilson; it’s actually comforting (although I’m 
sure to an outsider it might seem like I’m losing it.)  But it’s rude to talk to someone without 
knowing their name… 
 I’ve been re-reading Edward Abbey’s classic chapter from Desert Solitaire, Down the 
River.  Abbey has some strange and memorable conversations with his rafting companion, 
Ralph Newcomb, making me long for my own Newcomb.  Well, I do have one, and my little 
green packraft is now christened Newcomb.  Raft Newcomb. 
 “Nice job, Newcomb!” I exclaim after skillfully avoiding a boulder that I would have hit 
yesterday.  “Sorry, Newcomb” after I lose the deep current and scrape bottom, and big whoops 
of congratulations when descending tricky sections.  Talking to Newcomb makes me feel a little 
better, even if he does have a rubber soul. 
 The thunderstorms continue to pop up today, and my only stops are to put on the rain 
jacket when it’s cloudy or take it off when the sun is out.  I’m paddling hard, making good time; 
now all I need to do is find out exactly where I am… 
 I never do find Scorpion Gulch, which is leading me to a 
sneaky suspicion that I passed it yesterday.  That would mean I 
am actually further along than I thought.  I notice I have been 
traveling almost due east for quite some time now, too (oh yeah, 
my compass is hooked to my life vest for easy access today), and 
I know from thoroughly studying the map last night that there is 
a long west to east stretch – but that was a lot further downriver 
from where I thought I was.  But wouldn’t you know it, while 
shivering through yet another boomer, an unmistakable land-
mark – a pinnacle pointing like a finger straight up, on a narrow 
gooseneck – is confirmed at a rest stop on the map, and I am 
much further down the river than I thought I would be.  Woo 
who, Newcomb and I celebrate, me through chattering teeth as 
the rain pours down, Newcomb in his silent, subtle manner. 
 The day just keeps getting better, too.  The clouds move 
on and bright sunshine appears, and the canyons are getting deeper and more spectacular with 
each bend.  And at 2 o’clock, I round another bend and am greeted by Fool’s Canyon, my desti-
nation today, well before I’d ever have thought when I shoved off this morning.   
 Fool’s Canyon is spectacular, a perfect, flat camping area under some cottonwoods, 
complete with a crystal clear flowing spring, surrounded on all sides by deep red cliffs, now 
silhouetted against the bright blue Utah sky.  I strip out of my soggy clothes, decorating the 
sagebrush to let them dry in the sun, and I don’t replace the wet clothing with anything, setting 
up my camp au naturel, my reward for doing so well today on the river, and a definite benefit of 
being this deep in the wilderness.  My only audience is an eyrie of three – yes three! – Peregrine 
falcons, who are wheeling and tumbling and screaming high up amongst the red cliffs, engaged 
in the most basic, primal instinct, the universal destiny and life force of springtime mating.  
Wow, it is a fantastic show, and it alone justifies the extra weight of bringing my binos. 
 Well all the excitement has worn me out, so a midday siesta is in order.  Swear to god, 
there is not a cloud in the sky when I zip up my tent, and I have barely closed my eyes when yet 
another thunderstorm sneaks up on me.  The canyons all seem to culminate in the Fool’s Can-
yon delta, funneling and intensifying the wind; I barely have time to react as the gusts try to 



send me and the tent back into the river.  I do my best to anchor the tent with my arms and legs, 
and for fifteen minutes I’m a human guy line, not sure the tent will survive as it bends almost 
horizontal to the ground, the poles straining against the gale.  But survive intact it does, another 
notch in my REI Half Dome’s illustrious ten-plus year career of getting me through storms.  
And honestly, when I finally unzip and get back outside, the storm has passed and the blue skies 
have returned.   
 Wow, wild weather, indeed, and I’m sure that’s not the last of it.  Of course now I have 
to relocate my tent, out of the wind, tucked amongst the boulders and fully staked down.  So 
much for a nap - I can’t catch a break! 
 Tonight is a leisurely camp, 
the kind of camp I envisioned every 
night when planning this trip - unlike 
last night’s, that’s for sure!  Great din-
ner again, this time Packit Gourmets’ 
Chicken and Dumplings, and a nice 
and proper celebratory whiskey buzz 
while watching darkness envelope the 
canyons.  Of course there are more 
thunder boomers overnight, but I’m 
very secure in this tent site, and they 
don’t bother me in the least… 
 
 
 
 
 
"It is our choices…that show what we truly are, far more than our abilities." – Dumbledore to 
Harry Potter 
 
 April 25, 2012 – Fool’s Canyon camp, Escalante River – Glorious sunrise over Fool’s 
this morning.  The spring water filtered from the canyon is the sweetest tasting water of the trip, 
and breakfast is good and unhurried; I have only 8 river miles today, it should be an easy day. 
Had a bit of a scare when I awoke and found Newcomb deflated, but then I remembered I let a 
bit of the air out yesterday afternoon while he rested in the sun; add to that the big temperature 
drop from yesterday to this morning, and I realize it isn’t a hole, he just needs a little topping 
off. 
 The morning is awful quiet, though.  I anticipated a lot more birdsong from the yellow-
throats and yellow warblers and towhees and wrens; it is strangely silent as I sip a cup of steam-
ing joe.  Too quiet, I sense something is amiss.  And just then, from directly behind me, comes 
a rush of wind, faster than a thunderstorm gust.  My heart jumps into my throat as two ducks 
whistle not ten feet over my head, wings beating fast, hearts beating even faster, flying as if 
their life depends on it.  And it does, for right behind them, flying just as hard, comes another 
whoosh, this time storming down from high above – a Peregrine falcon in hot pursuit. 
The ducks are making a beeline for the river 100 feet away, loosing altitude quickly, but the 
Peregrine is gaining, maneuvering towards the ducks like an F-16 screaming at a target in Top 
Gun.  The ducks have the advantage this time, and they plummet to the safety of the river just 



outside the talons of the masterful aerial hunter, who pulls up, screaming, and climbs back up 
high to his kingdom amongst the cliffs.   
 Wow, now that was absolutely incredible, pure adrenaline, I have never seen anything 
even remotely like what I have just witnessed!!!  Raw, pure nature!  That’s why I’m out here! 
 
 So what was I saying last night about the thunderstorms not bothering me???  I should 
have looked at the river before saying that… 
 This morning the mild-mannered Escalante is a roiling, frothy, chocolate muddy milk-
shake, probably flowing at twice the cfs it was when I exited from it yesterday.  Yikes, so much 
for my nice, easy 8 miles today… 
 And it is NOT an easy day.  I need all of the skills I improved upon yesterday to help me 
today, but even so, I’m still dumped a couple of times today; things are just coming at me a lot 
faster.  Neither of the swims are bad, there is no panic, but there is very little grace left in my 
paddling either – I take one set of rapids half in, half out of the boat, in somewhat control, but 
just tired and not looking for grace points today – I just want to get to Coyote.  I am also pain-
fully aware today of how sore I am – fingers blistered, arms aching from constant paddling, and 
my back sore, mostly because my seat back has ripped off completely and now dangles use-
lessly from the hull, instead of providing support. 
 It’s too bad I’m fatigued today, because 
the scenery is spectacular, the best of the trip.  
The glorious Escalante River canyons are putting 
on their best show, deep red and yellow gorges 
set against the big blue sky.  I try to take as many 
pictures as I can, but the river doesn’t let up, and 
there are not big enough calm sections to get my 
camera out of the double ziplock bags.  So I must 
be content with enjoying them in between bouts 
with the rapids.  To offset my lack of pictures, I 
do get a glimpse of a large, sleek, brown-furred 
animal sliding gracefully into the water near a 
muddy bank – could that have been one of the 
river otters the Park Service is trying to return to 
the Escalante? 
 Wow, so many side canyons I wish I had time to explore, too, especially Stevens.  I had 
planned to at least climb up to Stevens Arch, and possibly up to the Grotto, but dammit, I’m 
just too tired.  I’ll probably regret that later, but I know at Stevens Arch I have only one more 
river mile to go, and I’m ready to get back on dry land. 

 I’m not really paying attention again, 
back on the river, and I almost float right by 
Coyote Gulch.  Luckily, two dudes are splash-
ing down the Gulch at it’s confluence with the 
Escalante, and I exit promptly.  It begins to 
sink in, while talking to the teenagers, that I 
did it, I survived the 40 mile river float down 
the Escalante!  The adrenaline helps me drag 
a fully loaded Newcomb about 300 yards up 



the Gulch to a fine camping spot I find tucked under a huge alcove above the stream. 
 Before I can make camp, however, I have to trudge up the Gulch a bit further.  The two 
guys I met at the river warned me that there is a really steep part around a waterfall, and they 
are skeptical that I’ll be able to get up it with my raft and all my equipment.  They offer to help 
when they return from their dayhike, but I figure I’ll check it out first. 
 The waterfall itself is pretty steep, and maybe 60 feet up along the creek, and it’s mostly 
hidden behind giant boulders.  But I quickly find a hiker path to the left of the creek, looking up 
canyon.  I remember reading about this side trail in one of my guidebooks, identified by a log 
step, another benefit of my detailed planning.  Yes, it is very steep, and I will have to be careful, 
but I can definitely do this tomorrow.  I can now return to set up camp. 
 First things first, there is a little prayer of thanksgiving before I make camp in the al-
cove; I haven’t yet forgotten that two night’s ago I wasn’t sure if I would make it this far.  
Wow, the scariest part of the trip is behind me, I can surely walk out of here now, so I let my 
guard down, and I realize how tired I am.  I relax in Newcomb with my feet up, my hat down 
over my eyes, and doze into a contented, dreamlike state.   
 I can’t tell if the voices are in my dreams or real; I’m hoping they are dreamlike, but five 
minutes later two guys are scaling the banks of “my” alcove.  Darn, looks like I’ll have com-
pany tonight – I guess my wilderness solitude is over. 
 But Avery and Nick, two Texans from Dallas, turn out to be really nice guys.  We ex-
change small talk and ribbing about our respective football teams (and of course I have the last 
word, given the Steelers’ more numerous Super Bowl victories), then turn our attentions to set-
ting up camp; the alcove is more than big enough for all of us to have plenty of privacy.  I enjoy 
a great dinner of tortilla soup again, and then notice the sweet smell of ganja that’s drifting over 
from their camp.  So I make my way over to their side of the alcove for happy hours, armed 
with my whiskey.   
 Avery and Nick are pretty mellow at this point, and we share some great conversation, 
perhaps made more so because of my complete lack of conversation over the last five days.  
Turns out we have a lot in common: they are both working for Texas Utilities (I work for a util-
ity, too) and they are both at the point in their careers where the demands of their career path 
are taking too much time away from family, friends, and wilderness.  It’s the classic modern 
male pincer, caught between the monetary rewards and financial freedom that comes from a 
bigger salary, but at the price of taking away all of your time – so far from the epic struggles of 
man versus the elements, the wilderness, so repeated in mythology!  What have we lost with 
today’s comforts??? 
 Each of them will be facing hard decisions, as both want to start families, both want to 
provide well for their families, but they also want to not lose their souls, too.  Tough, tough 
calls ahead, for each of them.  I wish them all the best in their struggles, knowing firsthand how 
hard it will be.  Better toke up now boys, and have another swig from this here bottle, and get 
your asses outside to places like this while you can.  Keep a little bit of the lessons of these wild 
places close to your heart, too – you’re going to need ‘em, boys. 
 
 I know what ER would do, were he in their shoes, for he was clear in his thoughts on 
work versus freedom, and to his credit, he chose his freedom.  Here is where my respect for Mr. 
Ruess reaches its apex, for it is very difficult to withstand the highest bidder, but Everett did so, 
splendidly.  He gladly endured voluntary poverty for the sake of his freedom. 
 “Work is a malevolent goddess, made impossibly conceited by unlimited and untem-



pered flattery.”  Everett simple would not, could not, have endured a nine-to-five existence.  
Many steeped only in the value of production would accuse Everett of being lazy, but he was 
far from that – simply look at the effort he put into his letters.  This kind of effort, put into 
something as “simple” as a letter, is only facilitated by having time; first and most important, 
the time to have the experiences.  Second, time to digest and filter and understand these experi-
ences, and third, time to reflect on how to best convey them.  So work had to go.  That’s one of 
the reasons he wandered, to be on his own timetable, not on the company dole or under a dead-
lines’ gun.   
 Everett’s brother Waldo, older by four years, did, however, have a job, did raise a fine 
family, did take care of his responsibilities, and he too, did wander and explore – indeed, he in-
tegrated work and wandering, living in ten different countries and visiting over 100 in his long 
98 years.  Perhaps Everett could have learned a little from Waldo about balance, perhaps he 
would have learned this from Waldo, had not his passions consumed him at so young an age.   
 I wonder, if I could gather up all of Waldo’s adventure in his 98 years, including all of 
the subtle adventures centered around family and commitments, and weigh those against all of 
the illustrious and intense adventures that Everett packed into just his short twenty years – in 
whose direction would the most adventurous scale tip?  The smoke and whiskey fills the grotto, 
clouding my judgment, so I leave the question unanswered… 
 
 I thoroughly enjoyed the conversation and happy hour tonight, and I understand why ER 
pined for quality companionship after long stints in the wilderness.  Yes, it adds to the experi-
ence, and I’m thankful to have found some like-minded members of my tribe, way out here in 
the middle of nowhere.  Of course, that is where I always find my tribe.  But my body is tired 
even if my soul is refreshed, and I retire early again… 
 
“I have been fighting my way up tall hills, between canyons of skyscrapers, hurling myself 
against the battling night winds, the raw swooping gusts that are like cold steel on my cheeks.  I 
am drunk with a searing intoxication that liquor could never bring – drunk with the fiery elixir 
of beauty.” – Everett Ruess,  
 
 April 26, 2011 – Coyote Gulch/Escalante River confluence – Today I morph again, 
this time from pack rafter to pack mule.  Today all of the equipment that I’ve let the river shoul-
der must somehow fit into my pack, and I have to haul it 14 miles up through the canyons and 
out of here. 
 Steve and Nick are up early, and leave for Crack-in-the-
Wall before I’ve even finished breakfast.  It’s a long, tedious pack 
for me, complicated by not being able to filter enough water into 
my 60 oz. bladder.  The silty Coyote just clogs my filter too fast, 
and the quicksand I’m standing in to do the filtering forces me to 
abandon my task with the bladder only ¾ full, before I’m up to my 
knees in the sucking muck.  I’ll just have to make do with the wa-
ter I have. 
 My pack is huge, the school bus yellow fins of my paddles 
towering two feet over my head, wrapped in a bright orange pfd 
and a jet black water helmet.  The bright blue drybags and raft are 
strapped securely to the outside of my pack; it’s actually a pretty 



good job of getting everything together securely, not nearly as unwieldy as I thought it might 
be, even if it is gaudy. 
 But it is very heavy, well over 60 pounds I’m sure.  It will not be a fun day, and I’m 
worried that I’ll encounter a lot of heavy brush and willows like in the upper Escalante – I don’t 
want to be scrapping by on hands and knees with this mother on my back. 
 And I do have some real worries, if not outright moments of terror, on some of the very 
slippery banks and side trails up the Gulch.  There are no established trails here, you trudge up 
the canyon, in the water most of the time.  I find a good sturdy walking stick to assist, and I 
carefully pick my way along some very steep sections, but the 5-10 Canyoneers stick to the 
sandy rock like glue, once again.   
 After navigating safely through numerous sandstone slicks and along crumbling ledges 
today, a painful, possibly disastrous fall only a bit of skin leather and rubber sole away, I think 
how easily an accident could occur here; this is dangerous country, inherently.  Real wilderness; 
there are no handrails or safety ropes or warning signs out here.  You make your own way – or 
you don’t. 
 
 Three theories have gained the most traction to explain Everett’s Ruess’ disappearance.  
The first, and it certainly must be considered, is that naïve young Everett wandered into the 
wrong place at the wrong time.  Perhaps he was out at sunset, painting supplies in tow, when he 
stumbled across rustlers carving up the last of a cow, not theirs.  Perhaps he startled them, and 
in their heightened nervous state, they did in Everett, same as the cow, and buried his remains 
and his belongings, or simply chucked him into the Colorado River. 
 Yes, a very real possibility, but I reject it now because it is just too anti-climatic – for 
me, for everyone who has fallen in love with the Everett Ruess mystery, and mostly for Everett!  
How ignoble, how disappointing that someone who had eyes so different from the rest, some-
one so unique, someone who’s gifts were just beginning to be realized – would simply fall prey 
to the more sinister aspects that have haunted humankind since Cain slew Able.  This is not an 
academic endeavor, it is just my simple story, so I need no further explanation or facts to back 
up my opinion; I just can’t buy into this theory, and the bottom line is, I just don’t want to. 
No, the theory that all romantics love to tell themselves is that young Everett finally figured it 
out – he figured out how to disappear, disappear completely, into whatever consuming beauty 
he finally chose.  And wow, who hasn’t dreamed of chucking it all, disappearing into a fantastic 
place far, far from the beige, finding bliss, happiness, ecstasy, in unbridled nature, a modern day 
return to the Eden we were so long ago exiled from…   
 Of course, here too, the stories of taking a princess, a Navajo bride, and of Everett inte-
grating himself into the tribe, these fill out the necessary details.  Yes, Everett loved and re-
spected the Navajos, he loved their slower pace and their deep respect for nature, so perhaps we 
have to consider this possibility, too. 
 But the details of disappearing are messy, especially if you’ve taken a bride (and she 
must have been one helluva bride, to keep someone happy - and quiet - for 75 years!)  Surely 
someone, somewhere, would have heard about the young man’s story and filled in the gaps.  
Not to mention the massive cover-up the Navajos would have had to pull off.  So as much as 
the voluntary disappearance theory holds romantic sway, I just can’t buy it, either.   
 Mostly though, I can’t buy it because I cannot even remotely phantom Everett turning 
his back on his family.  His letters, they are too full of love and effort for the people he knows, 
the people he cares about, the people he loves.  His dutiful correspondence, it was just too regu-



lar, too soul-felt, too real, to be able to just one day decide he was going to turn around and 
never look back.  I can’t abide… 
 No, after spending these past ten days in Canyon Country, I know firsthand that it is just 
too easy to slip and fall here, and get your self into a lot of trouble very fast; a simple accident, 
completely unexpected, in a moment of distraction (and there are ample distractions here in this 
beautiful country!)  The possibilities for an accident here are bounded only by your imagination 
– so I imagine that it was Everett’s body discovered by the California climber, high up in the 
canyons, with a broken hip and shoulder.  Did Everett suffer there, trapped between the boul-
ders, bleeding and hurt, with no food, no water, no way to escape, no help ever on its way, the 
death he so casually wrote about so certainly on its way?  And in this predicament, in this final-
ity, did Everett accept his fate gracefully, as he did, finally, become one with the Beauty of this 
landscape?  And what the hell, let’s go for broke here and imagine, just for a minute, that the 
little boy who appeared to Aron Ralston when he was trapped in a remote Utah canyon almost 
exactly 69 years after Everett’s disappearance – well, just maybe, couldn’t it have been 
Everett’s soul once again yearning to wander these canyons in human form???  
 Listen closely to Aron’s own words – “My accident in and rescue from Blue John Can-
yon were the most beautiful spiritual experiences of my life, and knowing that, were I to travel 
back in time, I would still say “see you later” to Megan and Kristi and take off  into that lower 
slot by myself.  While I’ve learned much, I have no regrets about that choice.  Indeed, it has af-
firmed my belief that our purpose as spiritual beings is to follow our bliss, seek our passions, 
and live our lives as inspirations to each other.  Everything else flows from that.  When we find 
inspiration, we need to take action for ourselves and for our communities.  Even if it means 
making a hard choice, or cutting out something and leaving it in your past.  Saying farewell is 
also a bold and powerful beginning.”  Is that a little bit of Everett I hear in Aron??? 
 
 So this is where I hang my imaginary hat, on an inescapable fall, a terrible accident, for 
in this land, this big, wrinkled, and burnt land, convoluted and tortured into unimaginable twists 
and turns and tunnels, it is STILL truly possible to disappear forever.  
 
 Again today, little things go my way – wouldn’t 
you know I find a spring pouring off from a hanging gar-
den not a half mile from my camp?  I fill my Nalgene and 
drink deeply, directly, from the cool refreshing water, no 
longer worried about having enough for today’s hike.   
I’m really enjoying this good karma, but I’ve worked 
hard for it, too.  My muscles ache, my hands are blistered 
and cracked and bleeding, my skin sunburned and dry, 
and I’ve been crawling through the desert for 7 days now 
– have I seen anything, yet, Mr. Abbey, the eternal skep-
tic? 
 Well, yeah, today, I have seen some things, some 
spectacular things.  Coyote Gulch is a true treasure, an 
absolutely magnificent canyon, the epitome of this land-
scapes’ beauty.  Waterfalls abound – yes, glorious water-
falls in the desert, crystal clear liquid gold in abundance.  
Springs spring from hanging gardens, feeding the green 



of lush maidenhair ferns, monkeyflowers, columbines and 
orchids.  And the towering sandstone cliffs change color with 
the sun, today, finally, set against a clear blue sky. 
 The signature attractions in Coyote all live up to their 
billing too.  Cliff Arch, Coyote Natural Bridge, and most 
spectacularly, Jacob Hamlin Arch.  Jacob Hamlin is spectacu-
lar not only for the gigantic arch, but also for the incredible 
270 degree alcove that ox bows around it.  Wow, it’s the best 
echo chamber I’ve ever been in (sorry, I can’t help it, I give in 
to an irresistible, explicative filled yodel, just to hear the four 
letter words repeated again and again!  That’s for you, Jake!)   
It’s the most ornate too, the orange cliffs streaked with dark 
desert varnish set against the electric green cottonwoods at the 
bottom and that big blue Utah sky at the top. 
 Another lucky break at Cliff Arch, where three young 
talkative chaps have camped, and they point out to me the 
trail that traverses a bench away from the creek proper – 
would I have found this shortcut had they not been here?  Maybe, but not without a few false 
starts and probably lots of wasted time figuring out that I’d never get up and around the twenty 
foot waterfall that blocks my progress.  Thanks guys, and the biggest bonus is the fantastic view 
of Cliff Arch and the surrounding druid monoliths that rise in the midst of this section of Coy-
ote, stunning from this higher perspective above the Gulch. 
 The three guys at Cliff Arch, as with everyone I meet today, are fascinated with my 
story, which is mandatory telling when you encounter someone with a pack this big this far 
from civilization.  And I enjoy telling my tale, knowing now that I will certainly make back to 
the trailhead.  You can see the gears turning in everyone’s head as they think, “Hey, I can do 
that next time! That sounds awesome!”  Alpacka may have to set up a finder’s fee, payable to 
me, for all the business I’m certainly going to send their way, just from tramping up this little 
creek.  The best is a scraggily bearded backpacker on his way down the Gulch, who judging by 
his good equipment, well worn clothes and comfortableness in the outdoors is very experi-
enced; he just stops mid-stream, folds his arms and says “Now this I gotta hear!”  We chat for 
fifteen minutes, and I’m sure he’ll be packrafting, too, soon… 
 As spectacular as today’s attractions are, none is as impressive to me as getting to Hurri-
cane Wash and my stopping point just ½ mile north of there.  Wow it feels good to get rid of 
my burden!!!  I find a great campsite in a wide S-canyon, complete with a narrow unnamed 
canyon to explore later, and most important, shelter from the wind.  True, no rain today, and 
I’m thankful for that, but the wind has been howling all day, sandblasting and stinging my skin.  
It really seems to be picking up now, towards evening, but I find a section completely out of the 
wind, and it even has a scrub oak tree under which I catch a few zzz’s before setting up camp. 
 I’ve saved another gumbo meal, my favorite, for dinner tonight, along with the last iced 
tea packet, my reward for getting this far – it is worth it, and I savor each bite.  After dinner I 
have some time to explore the side canyons, and I find wildflowers and cactus in wonderful 
bloom, (and the biggest damn scariest spiders I’ve ever seen!)  Spotted towhees and yellow-
throats and Myrtle warblers are added for their splash of song color, but mostly there is a deep 
peace and calm and serene beauty in my little wilderness canyon tonight.   
 It’s comfortable, too – perfect, actually - to be here on the last night alone.  I’m happy 



for the lack of company, as much as I was happy for the company last night.  Again I’m physi-
cally exhausted so I retire early, but tonight I take some extra time during a bathroom break to 
really enjoy the Utah stars and the brilliant night sky, the one thing I haven’t got enough of 
these past two weeks. 
 
“Alone I shoulder the sky and hurl my defiance and shout the songs of the conqueror to the four 
winds, earth, sea, sun, moon, and stars!” – Everett Ruess 
 
 April 26, 2011 – Coyote Gulch, just past Hurricane Wash – My last day in the can-
yons; my feelings are mixed, bummed at having to leave, but anxious to return to my family 
(and a shower!)  I’m appreciative of a sublime grace that has entered my soul, too, slowly, un-
expectedly.  I’ve taken myself out of my comfort zone, I’ve challenged myself, and I’ve come 
out okay.  I’ve found strength when I needed it and faith when I didn’t know I had it.  I am 
leaving a lot of things in the desert, too – fears, fears that I no longer need; I’ve learned to jetti-
son their lumbersome baggage, things will be okay, trust yourself, trust in the universe.  And in 
the void where my fears used to reside – beauty, beauty beyond compare…thanks, Everett. 
 But I’m still bound by my bodily needs, too, and I have a hodgepodge breakfast this 
morning, eating whatever is left.  I’m now down to only a serving of ramen noodles and two 
powerbars – its time to go… 
 I’m in the creek by 9:15, lugging my giant pack up past three camps not far from mine, 
sharing my story again.  Had I known there were others not far from me, perhaps I could have 
avoided my biggest sin on this trip, dumping out the last cup or so of whiskey.  I hope the whis-
key gods don’t plague me now with backcountry hangovers; I promise to make a fine bourbon 
offering on the next trip.  Wow, usually I run out of whiskey long before the end, but when 
you’re as exhausted as I have been every night this trip, it usually was not too many swallows 
before the liquor knocked me out. 
 I follow a glossy ibis today.  He leads me further up the canyon, always flying a couple 
hundred yards ahead of me when I approach.  The ibis was a bird of veneration to the ancient 
Egyptians; hmm, and not too far (at least as the ibis flies) from the start of my trip at the Egypt 
trailhead.  Is the bird leading me around peril?  Or perhaps my senses have just become more 
accustomed to appreciating the wonder of this place, of life itself, of the simple joyous beauty 
that, yeah, we live!  Yes, t-shirt or not, Life is Good, very good. 
 Another karma moment further upstream as I accidentally stumble upon a cairn that 
leads me safely and efficiently around a slot canyon jammed with cottonwood and willow tan-
gles.  Looking down into the slot, I never would have made it up through there, and probably 
would have wandered, tortuously with this pack, looking for the way around.  I offer a meager 
prayer of thanksgiving, to the universe, to the gods and to all the people who are looking out 
and praying and thinking about me.  I can feel them in my heart, and I am grateful.  
 This is the easiest hiking of the trip; there are no waterfalls today, and the stream is still 
wide enough, and flat enough, that I don’t have to watch my footing, and the willow tangles 
never materialize.  And the lost weight of consumed food and fuel has been replaced with a 
carefree, light grace.  It buoys me as I travel upstream in contented bliss. 
  
 Feeling in touch with my inner messiah again, a strange sensation that often occurs on 
my wilderness treks, at a break I wish for a nice walking stick, to get me up this last dry wash, 
now that I’ve lost the stream; and maybe someone to take my picture when I get back to the 



trailhead; that’d be nice, too.  Sure enough, there is my sturdy walking stick around the next 
bend.  I need it too, for there is one last challenge, another really steep scramble out of the wash 
and up an eroding yellow sandstone fin.  Fingers and knees are bloodied again, heart is racing 
as for a split second gravity starts to win, pulling me backwards, but I survive through sheer de-
termination and maybe just a little push from my 
guardian angel.  Soon I reach the level plateau, 
the top of Kaiparowitz. 
 I feel incredibly strong right now, even 
though it’s been 12 days of adventure; I’m walk-
ing tall even with the weight of the pack, and the 
sunshine seems brighter, the air crisper, the 
whole scene in sharp focus again.  I’m singing 
out load (off key, of course, and at the top of my 
lungs!), and there is actually a bounce in my 
step.  A self portrait at the Glen Canyon Recrea-
tion Area boundary sign, the glee visible on my 
face, and a corny video, complete with trium-
phant music and lots of congratulatory f-bombs 
of joy and accomplishment.   
 And what about my other last wish, someone to take my picture as I arrive back at the 
trailhead?  On cue three guys pull up in a red pick-up, scout the area briefly for their own ad-
venture, and they gladly agree to take my picture as I regale them with my tale.  They take off 
as fast as they appeared, leaving me alone to celebrate, just like I imagined. 
 Solo again, the way it should be, I strip out of my filthy clothes and wet shoes and 
socks, and enjoy a quick Wet-Ones bath (hey, I don’t smell or look that bad, after getting a 
glimpse in the mirror!)  The breeze dries me and my clothes, and it feels good to put on deodor-
ant for the first time in over a week.  Whoops of joy, yeah me, I did it!!! 
 But first things first – I didn’t get here by myself.  My knees are back in the sand, and I 
offer the most heartfelt offering I can make, thanking God and my family and friends for their 
prayers that got me through.  For now, back safely, I finally recognize what a truly wonderful 
spiritual adventure this has been… 
 It just keeps getting better, too – once my cell phone charges, believe it or not, I have a 
signal, and I’m able to reach Deb and the kids, just getting out of school.  Woo-who, everyone 
is safe and sound!  Well, that calls for a celebration, and for that I need a real miracle. – well 
how about this?  The beer that I’ve stowed in a cheap promotional cooler eight days ago is still 
kinda cold!  Well, okay, it’s not ice cold, and it’s a porter, so it doesn’t have to be that cold, and 
maybe I’m just incredibly thirsty – but it is cold enough that it is the best beer I have ever had, 
and that qualifies enough as a miracle for me! 
 I’ve never felt this good, this strong, at the end of a long trip – I feel stronger than when 
I started.   My car has satellite radio, so I’m blaring the tunes – no one is around, I’m only dis-
turbing the lizards – and an Iron Maiden tune from my youth fills the big open sky, drowning 
out my bad singing (thank god, say the lizards.)  Holy shit, I did it, I pulled it off!  Holy shit, 
holy fucking shit, un-be-fuckin-lievable!!!  My grin is ear to ear, and I’m brimming with pride 
(the good kind of pride, not the kind in the Bible that turns you bad – thank you, Avetts!)   
 It is this feeling of accomplishment, of deep satisfaction, the peace of a profound calm 
and an unexpected grace – this is why I come to the wilderness… 



 
“People say that we’re searching for the meaning of life.  I don’t think that’s it at all.  I think 
that what we’re seeking is an experience of being alive, so that our life experiences on the 
purely physical plane will have resonances within our own innermost being and reality, so that 
we actually feel the rapture of being alive.”  - Joseph Campbell, The Power of Myth 
 
 
 Am I no closer to understanding who Everett Ruess was, but that’s not what I was look-
ing for.   Everett’s wanderings were a personal journey of discovery, the timeless search for 
destiny and meaning and one’s purpose in life - as are my wanderings.  The mystery of Everett 
Ruess lives on today not because of his art or his letters, but because of his disappearance.  Be-
cause we don’t know him, because we can never know him – he can be whomever we want him 
to be.  Powerful, inspiring stuff, this myth-making… 
 Everett can be that part of us who is a struggling artist, whom the world doesn’t under-
stand.  He can be the poet within, whom we are too shy to show.  He can be the respected wan-
derer, wandering for wonders’ sake, unafraid of the accusations of laziness and sloth.  He can 
be the one who finally escaped the clamor of civilization, who found his peace and happiness 
and never looked back, who rode off into the sunset of his own sense of beauty.  He can be the 
one who followed his own imagination. 
 But I do take a bit of understanding, not for what Everett painted or printed, but for what 
he couldn’t paint and he couldn’t print.  This landscape, this wilderness, this Beauty, it is not 
captureable, it is not, as you said Everett, communicable.  Your plaint is my plaint, Everett, but 
at least I know I’m in good company in my feeble efforts to help others understand what cannot 
be understood. 
 
 
 
 
 



“Sometimes progress is measured in mastering frontiers, but sometimes we must measure pro-
gress in protecting frontiers for our children and all children to come.”  President Clinton, 
speaking on September 18, 1996 while signing legislation setting aside the Grand Staircase-
Escalante National Monument. 
 
 The main character of this short story is not the balding, middle-aged, foolish father, try-
ing to find something that maybe doesn’t even exist.  No, the main character is present in every 
scene; in fact it subtly dominates every scene, but it only takes center stage when one is quiet 
enough to notice, or when she is loud and unruly enough to not be ignored, and both of these 
states are rare.   
 Wilderness.   
 Big, untamed, untrammeled, not a soul for miles, you could get lost here and die and no 
one would ever find your body despite more than 75 years of looking Wilderness. 
 I won’t try to define wilderness here, nor will I attempt to describe it.  Everett couldn’t, 
one of his biggest frustrations.  Perhaps his block art captured a bit of it, perhaps digital photog-
raphy gives an ever deeper glimpse into the soul of wilderness.  Edward Abbey came the closest 
with words, IMHO, with his vivid descriptions and violent contradictions, especially when de-
scribing the wilderness desert.  Read Abbey, or better yet, take him along with you on a stroll 
through burnt cliff wilderness, or on a sun-baked raft trip down the Colorado River.   
 But you’ve got to experience wilderness, not read about it, for wilderness, like God her-
self, cannot be described, painted, photographed, stitched or carried back home in your pocket 
like a souvenir.  She can only be experienced in the present, in the now, in the thunderstorms 
and sand blasts, in the perfect silence, in the peace of a sunset or the relief of the growing light 
of dawn at an outback camp.  And she expires quickly, like ripe fruit at the peak of perfection – 
a week later that memory is tart, not as fresh, not as satisfying; you must go pick from the tree 
again. 
 So back you go, back to the uncaring lover who pays you no heed, but for whose atten-
tion you crave, again and again.  Thank god we have had leaders wise enough to recognize this, 
leaders like Teddy Roosevelt, hunter and conservationist who set aside tremendous swaths of 
wilderness where tired, over stimulated plugged-in technology junkies, adventurers bored of the 
ridiculous tediousness of human monoculture, lost souls trying to find Beauty, or lost souls just 
trying to find themselves – thank god we still have places big enough to lose and find ourselves 
in.  And more directly, for the courageous action of President Clinton, in providing at least 
some protection for the Escalante region - every now and then I feel buoyed that there are still 
men who measure greatness not in the wars they start, but in the positive effects on future gen-
erations who will never vote for them.   
 More of these types of leaders need to be cultivated, for it is only the stroke of a pen that 
keeps those who would despoil such a place as the Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monu-
ment from the wolves gathering at the door.  Indeed, the threats are greater than ever, as more 
and more people turn away from our primeval home, nurtured instead on the false hope of tech-
nology and an expand or expire house of cards economy.  Steve Allen, in his brilliant guide-
book, “Canyoneering 5: Loop Hikes in Utah’s Escalante” details many, but not all of the recent 
threats to this national treasure – the constant battle with ranchers over grazing rights, the pro-
posed coal mines and coal fired power plants, complete with dams and holding reservoirs; oil 
and gas developments, numerous road projects (including the fantas-mo-ca-logical 117-mile 
Trans-Escalante Federal Parkway, which would have traversed the top of the Waterpocket fold, 



crossed a bridge built over the Escalante River just below Stevens Arch, climbed up and over 
the Kaiparowitz Plateau, or under it’s eastern end, and terminated near Big Water, Arizona.)  
This ridiculous project did prompt June Viavant, representing the Sierra Club and the Wasatch 
Mountain Club, to channel Edward Abbey, declaring that “this road would only enable more 
and more people to see less and less.  People deserve to have a chance to be drawn into the Es-
calante naturally – to follow a canyon stream or a canyon rim on foot, wondering what is 
around the next bend.”   
 I worry that our lack of imagination, spurred by technological advances that take us fur-
ther and further from reality, will one day sway the courts and legislature to turn this special 
area over to the developers.  Worse, I worry that our lack of imagination will leave too few to 
care when and if this happens… 


